ADA365 Live Programming

**Thursday, October 9**
3–5:30 p.m.  The Thriving 2014 Fee-for-Service Practice  
Steve Rasner, DMD
3:30–6:30 p.m.  Education in the Round: Manage Your Periodontal Patients with Techno Power  
Samuel Low, DDS

**Friday, October 10**
8–11 a.m.  Education in the Round: Root Coverage Grafting of Multiple Teeth in the Maxillary Arch  
Edward Allen, DDS, PhD
1–3:30 p.m.  Creating the Ultimate Doctor-Patient Hygiene Exam  
Karen Davis, RDH
2–5 p.m.  Education in the Round: Alveolar Ridge Preservation  
Presented in both English and Spanish  
Carlos Cruz, DDS

**Saturday, October 11**
8–9:30 a.m.  Are We Having Fun Yet?  
Bruce Christopher
8–11 a.m.  Education in the Round: Predictable Solutions for the Implant Patient  
David Little, DDS
1–3:30 p.m.  Burnout and Stress: Symptoms, Causes and Prevention  
Isaac Boose, MEd
2–5 p.m.  Education in the Round: Lasers in Dental Practice – A Live-Patient Demo  
Robert Convissar, DDS and Charles Hoopingarner, DDS

Don’t miss other exciting programming that will be shot live from the ADA exhibit hall floor, featuring the Live-Patient CAD/CAM Stage and ADA Pride Institute Technology Expo.

Available on demand starting Friday, October 10, 2014.

**Pride Institute Technology Expo**
Hear representatives from each company describe their new award-winning products or equipment and see a short demonstration.

- 3Shape for 3Shape TRIOS
- ACTEON North American for NEWTRON® P5 XZ
- ACTEON North American for SoproCARE®
- Anatomage for Invivo5 3D
- Bien-Air Dental for iOptima
- DENTSPLY Caulk for Aquisil Ultra
- DENTSPLY Caulk for i-CAT® FLX

**Live-Patient CAD/CAM Stage**
See companies perform live CAD/CAM patient procedures including scanning, milling and fitting of the crown.

- D4D Technologies
- CareStream
- Sirona
- DEXIS for DEXIS® CariVu™
- Doxa Dental, Inc. for Ceramir® Crown & Bridge
- Imaging Sciences International for i-CAT® FLX

- Kerr Corporation for Demi™ Ultra
- Kerr Corporation for SonicFill™
- LED Dental for VELscope® Vx
- Liptak Dental Services for DDS Rescue™
- Philips for Sonicare AirFloss
- PROPEL Orthodontics for Excellerator & Excellerator RT (Excelleration™ Series)
- SciCan, Inc. for STATIM® G4
- Sesame Communications for Sesame 24–7™ with Healthgrades Enhanced Profiles™
- Tellcast.TV for Tellcast.TV
- Ultradent for VALO® LED Curing Light
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